
The second of the Ten Commandments is indeed not to worship idols, an
old-sounding injunction. But the meaning of idols is much broader than the
questioner suspects. The text of most of the Ten Commandments is short, just a
sentence with a rule. The second of the Ten Commandments, the one prohibiting
idols, though, includes a definition, three proscriptions, and a punishment and
blessing, much more elaborate than a simple prohibition. The commandment’s text,
in its form at Exodus 20:4-6, taken together, shows how contemporary the second
of the Ten Commandments remains, despite its association with traditional idols
like carved totems and clay fertility figures.

The second commandment defines an idol broadly. An idol can be any image, in the
form of anything at all, whether on earth, in heaven, in the seas. Idols don’t have to
be images in the form of a god, images in the form of a person, images in the form
of anything traditionally worshiped. An image is a representation. Any
representation that humans make, any imagination, any fascination, any concept,
articulation, or illustration can be an image and can therefore be an idol. The things
of which persons make idols can include heavenly things, or hellish things, or
common things we encounter on earth. One may think of a graven image, a carved
object of worship, but idols don’t have to be spiritual things and can instead be
secular things having no sacred or religious connotation.

In its three proscriptions, the second of the Ten Commandments further defines
what an idol constitutes. The commandment’s first proscription is not to make an
image of the thing that one might elevate above God. When we hold something up
to ourselves that we have made, a representation of the thing that we might worship,
placing the image or representation before ourselves for reflection and
consideration, when the thing that it represents God has already created, we have
begun to make an idol. The first step in idolizing something is to recreate it,
represent it in the hand or mind.

The commandment’s second proscription is then to not bow down to the thing that
we have made. To bow is not a particularly modern action, but the proscription
doesn’t mean a physical bow, necessarily, but instead what a bow represents, which
is to show obeisance, subjection, subordination, a willingness to submit to the
self-created thing. We should not be submitting to the representations of things that



we wish to idolize, revere, or worship. The commandment’s third proscription is
then to not worship the thing. To worship is, as a prior section indicates, to revere,
honor, praise, elevate, and adore. An idol, then, is a representation that we make of
a thing to which we have an attraction, other than God, to lower ourselves below the
thing, submitting to the thing in reverence, adoringly, devotedly.

The question then becomes, of what might we be making idols today, if not
carvings or clay figures? The unfortunate answer may be, what not? Those who
reject God can and do make gods of nearly everything. God made us to
worship—something. He plainly made us to worship him, but those who choose not
to worship him and instead to reject him, necessarily find themselves worshiping
other things. God has given us this great capacity to long after things, chase after
things, devote ourselves to things. When we do not long and chase after God, and
devote ourselves to him, then we can long and chase after, and devote ourselves to,
almost anything.

People today thus make idols of motor vehicles, music, art, homes, their bodies,
their reputations, and their bank accounts. You think not? Just look at the
astronomical sums that people spend on those things, extreme efforts with which
people pursue those things, and how they elevate those things in greatest adoration.
People idolize friends, neighbors, and relationships. They idolize experiences and
destinations and achievements. They imagine them, representing them to
themselves, and pursuing them first in the mind and then in person with greatest
ardor. People idolize food, drink, and entertainment, thinking about them constantly,
chasing after them, and spending on them, even money that they don’t have.

Some people idolize possessions generally, any possessions rather than specific
things, creating a new class of hoarders who cannot discard cheap trinkets, even
trash, without seeming to lose a part of themselves, they have so far appropriated to
themselves the things. We see the mental illness, the aberration, the immorality of
the hoarder because their idols are physical, material, filling their houses, garages,
and storage lockers. But do we see the other things, immaterial things, that we
harbor in our souls, on which we constantly dwell, that we also hoard?

Contributing to the problem are whole industries in marketing, advertising,
promotion, influencing, product placement, and sales, that urge, exhort, and invite



idolization. Examine the commercials, and you’ll see people worshiping things,
devoted to things, pursuing things, elevating and venerating things, praising,
acquiring, and holding things, whether products, services, experiences, or
relationships. These industries don’t just throw efforts into the wind to see what
works. They study us, discerning how best to influence us toward pursuit of the
advertised or promoted thing. Little wonder, then, that those who do not know God
or who know him but reject him instead idolize other things, many things.

And while worshiping God blesses one, the worship of anything else, everything
less, does not bless. Extended worship of other things destroys, as the hoarder
destroys the hoarder’s mental and physical health, home and surroundings, and
relationships. Idols destroy because they are false. They offer things that they
cannot deliver. They make promises that they will surely break. The hoarder’s
security in material things is a false security, as plain to anyone else as the hoarder
is blind. So, yes, idols are still a concern, a great concern, as concerning today,
indeed more concerning today, than ever before. We need God as much today as
ever, when idols so abound. Worship God, not things. Don’t hoard or harbor in your
soul anything other than a desire for more of God.


